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In this thesis, I investigate the properties of coverage of multiple agents within a bounded 
domain.  In the first chapter, I provide a general definition of coverage for the discrete or 
continuous time on a discrete or continuous domain and review the past literature on various 
forms of the coverage problem. 
 
For the first major contribution of this thesis, the detailed statistics of coverage on a discrete 
space is studied, specifically on complete graphs. Using a master equation method, we derive 
the exact probability density function and expectation of coverage time on a complete graph 
with multiple agents.  Several useful identities involving Stirling numbers of the second kind 
are discovered.   
 
The second contribution made in this thesis is the prediction of the stationary probability 
density of a randomly moving agent within a bounded domain.  Given knowledge of its 
current location, we find that we can predict and even engineer the long-run probability of an 
agent’s position based on a decision probability of deciding which direction to move.  The 
coverage of the whole domain is assured in the long-run and specific sites within the bounded 
domain can be made to be visited more frequently. 
 
For the third contribution, I find the representation of a circular area using a square grid 
results in a discretization error which varies linearly with the discretization ratio of the 
simulation.  An accurate result with zero discretization error can be obtained via 
extrapolation.  A novel method is proposed for storage of the coverage information in the 
square grid by using the Coordinate pairs’ method, decreasing the memory requirements of 
the simulation procedure. 
vii 
 
For the fourth contribution in my thesis, I solve for the exact expected coverage of various 
random sets distributed uniformly within a bounded domain. This problem represents the 
initial coverage problem during the deployment of sensors into the domain. Analysis is 
conducted on the edge effects on the coverage capability of circular sensor footprints within a 
rectilinear domain.  The theoretical formula derived in this chapter is compared to the 
simulation results and verifies the simulation results. 
 
The final main contribution is a model that describes the coverage evolution of multiple 
agents within a two-dimensional bounded domain.  Mobile agents are used in an 
experimental procedure and their movement is governed by a random billiard ball algorithm.  
The coverage is measured using a vision based system.  We find that the evolution of 
coverage with time can be modeled by the cumulative distribution function of a Weibull 
distribution and show that the parameters of the model correspond to the sensor radius, 
velocity and the number of agents used. We then compare between the speed-up attained 
from the complete graph case and the speed-up attained from the actual robots and find that 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction and literature review 
1.1) Problem Motivation 
There are many situations where the use of robots to replace humans has been explored by 
various groups. The military in particular, can identify many situations where the use of 
robots may potentially reduce human lives lost.  However, much progress needs to be made 
before robots can effectively replace human beings in terms of functionality as well as 
reliability whilst still remaining cost-effective. 
The motivation for this thesis is the desire to understand more about the performance of 
robots performing coverage in an indoor setting.  Given the heightened security that the 
global society has faced in recent times, the demand for such applications has increased 
greatly. 
For example, Figure 1.1 shows a typical residential flat floor plan in Singapore. 
 
Figure 1.1:  Typical flat floor plan and simplified domain 
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Given that there is knowledge that there may be multiple hostile targets or explosives that are 
to be found within such a location, assume that mobile robots are required to ensure the 
following one or more objectives are to be met: - 
 Complete coverage of the required domain 
 Successful location of targets within the domain 
 Continuous reconnaissance of the domain 
The following factors therefore present challenges to the completion of the objectives: - 
 Complicated terrain/obstacles 
 Unknown environment  
 Communications constraints 
 Time and cost limitations 
 Reliability / Robustness of mobile agents 
The characteristics of the targeted coverage domain are as follows: 
 Rectilinear polygon (consists of straight lines and 90° corners) 
 Simple (no intersecting boundaries) 
 Concave 
 Closed boundary 
1.2) The Coverage problem defined 
In [Gage, 1993], coverage is defined as the application of the effects of some sensor or 
effector to some extended physical space. In this work, we define further a complete coverage 
process as the act of establishing some form of contact by means of a sensors or actuators 
mounted on agent or agents where every point of the specified spatial domain of which the 




1.2.1) Mathematical definition of coverage  
A general definition of the coverage problem is provided here.  Define the set D as the 
domain of coverage problem.  D contains the set of all the points that are required to be 
covered.  In this thesis, we will consider two different types of sets, discrete sets and 
continuous sets.  For the case of discrete sets, the set D consists of the set of vertices of a 
graph G = (V, E) where V is the number of vertices and E the number of edges.  In the case 
of continuous sets, we will only consider a bounded form of 1-dimensional and 2-
dimensional Euclidean space as our coverage domain however the definitions are applicable 
to higher dimensions as well.  We denote the size of the set by the notation |D|.  In the case of 
discrete sets or graphs, |D| is simply the cardinality of the set and for the continuous set; |D| is 
given by the Euclidean norm. 
Define the set D
is  as the set of points covered by agent i where
D
is D  .  Note that there is a 
slight difference between the set s and the sensor footprint; the sensor footprint is a property 
of the agent and it may contain points outside of D thus causing edge effects and a general 
decrease in the coverage capability. (This effect is discussed in detail in chapter 5) This is 
illustrated in Figure 1.2 where the dotted line represents the set s while the sensor footprint is 
marked in red. 
 In the case where agents are moving in time t (either discrete time steps or continuous time), 
the set of points that  are covered at that point in time will therefore be a function of time i.e.:
 











Figure 1.2: Illustration of coverage for continuous (left) and discrete (right) domains 








 as the union of all the sets covered by each individual agent i.  




  is defined to be the instantaneous coverage of the agents on D.   
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We will refer to the time taken to achieve 100% coverage tc, as the coverage time of the given 
set D.  In the case of random movement, tc is a random variable dependent on the domain D 
as well as the behaviour of S with time.  We then define the expected coverage time as:  
 
0




and if t refers to discrete time:: 
 
0









where f(tc) is the probability density function of coverage time.  
















This definition was first proposed in [Alon et al, 2008] to indicate the effectiveness of using 
multiple random walkers on graphs. In our work, we apply the same definition not restricted 
to graph coverage alone but also to coverage problems on more realistic domains such as 
two-dimensional space.  
The speedup quantifies the effectiveness of using multiple agents in the coverage process.  
Given several restrictions on the coverage process, the speed-up should ideally be linear i.e 
 DcSp N N so that maximum effectiveness of each agent can be achieved. However, 
speedup for a realistic coverage process would typically not be linear due to three main 
reasons.  Firstly, coverage effectiveness is reduced due to overlapping of coverage areas 
between agents during the coverage process.  Secondly, agents often move into areas that 
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have previously been covered by themselves or other agents.  Finally, agents may physically 
obstruct each other during the course of the coverage process causing them to spend more 
time avoiding obstacles.  This reduces the time spent by the agents in producing useful 
coverage thus reducing the effectiveness of using multiple agents. 
1.3) Coverage methodology 
We can find two main spatial coverage methodologies in the literature, deterministic 
coverage and probabilistic coverage. 
1.3.1) Deterministic coverage  
The use of mobile autonomous agents to achieve completion of coverage and exploration of 
the urban environment presents many practical challenges and much of the previous work 
conducted on the subject has concentrated on producing path-planning algorithms which 
ensure complete coverage of the available space by finding the optimal shortest path needed 
to uncover the whole domain. Choset [Choset, 2001] has written a good and comprehensive 
summary on the subject matter and some of his references are included here as well.  Some 
notable work include the Boustrophedon cellular decomposition [Rekleitis et al, 2009] which 
divides any non-convex environment into different pieces and proceeds to compute the 
shortest path that a mobile agent can take in order to achieve complete coverage.  Several 
other studies are conducted [Batalin, 2007][Osherovich, 2006] on using deterministic 
algorithms to provide a systematic search and coverage of the region.  However, most of 
these path-planning algorithms however are dependent on prior knowledge of the domain 
before they can be effectively implemented.  They are also reliant on their sensory 
capabilities in order to successfully complete the coverage of the region.  The performance 




1.3.2) Probabilistic coverage 
The practical argument for utilizing random walk strategies for coverage and exploration was 
first argued in [Gage, 1993] and promoted further by [Wagner et al, 2000]. The idea of using 
random motion to accomplish coverage may seem to be absurd since a random walk would 
seem to produce a lot of wasteful movement especially if the random nature of the coverage 
process causes it to move over areas that are already covered. It was found by various 
simulations and experimental results [Morlok, Gini, 2004][Osherovich et al, 2006][Wagner et 
al, 2000] that even though random walk algorithms take longer to accomplish complete 
coverage, they do exhibit relatively good performance compared to deterministic algorithms.   
Random walk strategies also do not require much use of sensors and communication and 
apply to any kind of environment whereas deterministic algorithms are largely dependent on 
the nature of the environment and are therefore limited in practical applications.  A 
deterministic algorithm also commonly requires prior knowledge of the nature of the 
environment in order for them to work.  Common mishaps involving simple deterministic 
algorithms include getting stuck in corners or performing endless loops as reported in 
[Morlok, Gini, 2004] when they used an algorithm simulated in Player and Stage. 
 
A drawback to a random walk search strategy is the fact that it theoretically can never 
guarantee coverage of the area within finite time whilst good deterministic algorithms are 
indeed able to do so.  However, the probability that the coverage agent does not complete its 
objective is extremely low for practical implementations and might be reduced by combining 




1.4) Determinism vs. Probabilistic Coverage 
The points for and against probabilistic coverage versus deterministic coverage are 
summarized in Table 1.1 below: - 
Advantages of deterministic coverage 
Deterministic coverage Probabilistic Coverage 
Relatively fast and efficient coverage May be inefficient due to repeated 
coverage 
May ensure complete coverage Can never ensure complete coverage 
Is able to detect coverage completion Unable to tell when coverage process has 
completed 
 
Advantages of probabilistic coverage 
Deterministic coverage Probabilistic Coverage 
Dependent on nature of environment for 
successful coverage 
Less dependent on nature of environment 
for successful coverage 
Reliant on hardware limitations 
(communications and sensors) 
Relatively simple robots with little reliance 
on hardware for performance 
Difficulty in implementing multi-robot 
systems to achieve robustness 
Multiple robots are independent of each 
other; easier to implement; will also 
improve robustness of system 
Table 1.1: Deterministic coverage vs. Probabilistic coverage 
Wagner et al [Wagner et al, 2000] proposed in their paper the promotion of probabilistic 
coverage as a key solution to imperfect sensors as well as complicatedness of multiple robot 
systems.  They show that a hybrid combination of deterministic and probabilistic coverage 
algorithms were able to give good performance utilizing multiple robot systems with limited 
sensor capabilities and communications. 
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However Wagner’s calculation of the performance of probabilistic coverage process only 
gave us very loose bounds of the expected time for 100% coverage.  His work failed to give 
any information on the evolution of coverage with time for probabilistic coverage since there 
was a larger focus on discussing the performance of their hybrid algorithm.  There was also 
no quantitative analysis of using multiple agents for probabilistic coverageand how it affects 
the overall expectation and variance of coverage time.  
 
All in all, the methodology of usage of robot systems in coverage would depend on the 
application and priorities.  In a case as described in section 1.1, the essential variables are the 
time taken to cover, robustness, ease and finally the cost of the coverage operation.  A 
probabilistic methodology using cheap mobile robots with imperfect sensors is therefore 
highly appropriate in this case.  In another example like spray painting, a high amount of 
overlapped areas covered would not be cost-efficient, therefore a deterministic method such 
as the Boustrophedon decomposition may then be more suitable. 
1.5) Cooperative coverage  
Cooperative coverage refers to the combined effort of coverage between multiple agents.  
The objective of using multiple agents is obviously to decrease the time taken and making the 
coverage process more efficient.  However another main advantage of using multiple agents 
is to improve the robustness of the system against possible failure since if any of the robots 
fail before the end of the coverage process, the other robots are still able to complete the 
overall objective. 
 
Cooperation may not imply that the sensors need to be communicating with each other.  
Implicit cooperation can also be achieved by independent agents who are oblivious to each 
other’s position and situation.  In the case of coverage, many independent robots do in fact 
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cooperate in the sense that they complete the coverage objective faster even though there is 
no explicit communication between them.  In the case of probabilistic exploration, it is far 
simpler to allow each robot to perform its coverage work independently. 
 
The idea of using multiple agents to accomplish search objectives is not new.  Different 
techniques of optimizing the multi-robots systems have been taken; dispersion technique is 
one example of the solution that was proposed in [Morlok, Gini, 2004] so as to maximize the 
coverage of the area within a specific amount of time and in [Kurabayashi et al, 1996] a 
method was proposed in splitting up the overall path that is to be taken to complete the 
coverage process evenly between all the available walkers. 
 
Some other notable work include splitting the target domain using triangulation into different 
visibility polygons in order to divide the target domain into separate domains for different 
robots to cover separately.[Rekleitis et al, 2004][Sarmiento et al, 2004] 
 
In [Ahmadzadeh, 2007], a Dubins model of vehicle trajectory is used to describe a path 
planning algorithm in order to maximise the coverage of the area and the algorithm is also 
applicable to multiple vehicles.  This is done by the use of breaking down a complete 
coverage path which is constrained by real robotic movement and collision avoidance. 
The main drawback of multi-robot systems is that they can become more complicated as the 
number of robots and the size of the domain to be covered is increased and therefore can 
become cumbersome to manage.  In the case of [Kurabayashi et al, 1996], we note also that 
the algorithm is dependent on all robots to complete their sub-objectives, in the case that one 




1.6) Random Coverage Time on Graphs 
The extensive literature review conducted shows that very little theoretical work has been 
done on continuous space coverage time problems while there is much known literature on 
coverage on discrete graphs. 
However, many exact results are still unknown.  Figure 1.3 together with table 1.2 below 
show the only known exact results found in the literature.  The references for the 
mathematical proofs of these cases are found in [Feller, 1968], [Yokoi et al, 1990], [Chen, 























Star graph (e) 
Mean Exact result Exact result Exact result Exact result Exact result 
Variance Exact result Exact result Nil Nil Nil 
Probability Mass 
Function 




Exact result Exact result Nil Exact result Nil 








Apart from these results, useful bounds can be found for the random coverage time for a 
general graph.  The only known asymptotic bound is for the 2D lattice case first conjectured 
by Aldous [Aldous, Fill 2002] and proved in [Dembo et al, 2004].  Apart from that, general 
methods of finding bounds for graphs are explained below. 
 
From random walk literature, we can find that the study of coverage time has brought several 
other terms which are related to the coverage time. We describe some of these variables here.  
 
Expected hitting time Hij is defined as the expected time it takes for a random walker to visit 
the vertex j starting from the vertex i.  This term is also commonly known as the mean first-
passage time if we model the random walk on a graph as a Markov Process.  
Expected commute time Cij is defined as the expected time it takes for a random walker to 
visit vertex j from i and travel back to i again.  It is clear that both these definitions are not the 
same as coverage time but they provide important results for us that help to provide bounds 
for the expected coverage time.  Hitting time can be computed directly given the probability 
matrix of the relevant Markov Chain [Kemeny, Snell, 1976], whilst commute time is 
calculated from treating the graph as a network of resistors. [Chandra et al, 1997] 
 
Matthews [Matthews, 1988] uses hitting time as a basis of computing the upper and lower 
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Similarly, in [Chandra et al, 1997], an electrical resistance analogy is used to calculate the 
commute time by treating the edges of the graph as resistors.  They relate commute time to 
compute both bounds for coverage time given by :-  
 
   , ,| | (| | log | |)cV E V EE R t O E R V 
 (1.7) 
where |V| = number of vertices, |E| = number of edges and R(V,E) is the resistance of the graph 
by taking each edge as a 1 ohm resistor. 
 
However again, many of the results from random walk theory prove impractical for the 
purpose of application since the exact results for the expected coverage time and the 
probability distribution of coverage time are limited to a few simple graphs.   Nevertheless, 
several important connections can be made if we understand the relationship between the 
coverage time of simple graphs with coverage time for continuous spaces. In Batalin’s PhD 
thesis [Batalin, 2005], he decomposes the area coverage problem into a graph coverage 
problem. 
 
1.7) Multiple random walkers on graphs 
Several papers in the literature have also discussed the effects and scaling of coverage time in 
multiple parallel walks where more than one random walker performs the random motion of 
covering the graph. 
In [Hemmer, Hemmer,1998], they used an argument that links the case for 2 random walkers 
being directly related to the single walker case and obtained the exact result for the coverage 
time using 2 random walkers. However, they did not generalize it for any number of random 
walkers and the case he considered was for 1-D toroidal lattices and is not applicable for all 
types of graphs. 
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In [Larralde et al, 1992]they suggest different regimes of scaling as the time taken by the 
random walker gets larger and larger but their work deals directly with the number of visited 
sites and not the completion of coverage on a graph.  In [Alon et al, 2008], they describe 
running multiple parallel random walks various different graphs and show that different 
scales of speed-up are obtained by different graphs and sometimes even by starting on 
specific vertices within the graph. 
1.8) Summary of literature review 
In summary, it is clear that very little theoretical work is done on obtaining the coverage 
properties of multiple probabilistic coverage agents within an indoor urban environment.  
This is mainly due to the fact that most researchers prefer to look into optimizing the 
coverage performance with deterministic algorithms.  Cheap robots with simple movement 
algorithms requiring little or no communications are often the most cost effective solutions 
for conducting coverage and search operations within complicated indoor environments of 
different layouts and sizes. Ground commanders require more information to make decisions 
on the range of sensors used depending on the size of the rooms to be encountered, as well as 
the number and velocity of robots to optimize the coverage and minimize the time taken to 
complete the procedure.   
Theoretical work done on coverage on graphs is extensive; however the results are not 
immediately applicable to realistic situations of continuous space, continuous time instead of 
the discrete-space, discrete-time systems that they describe.  An analysis is therefore required 
to see whether the cooperative effects in coverage of graphs can be applied to the continuous 
space setting.  
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1.9) Thesis objective 
To summarize the main motivation of the problem, we wish to investigate the effectiveness 
of probabilistic exploration and coverage and how its efficiency is increased by using 
multiple or cooperative agents. 
My PhD study aims to investigate not only the expected coverage time but also the 
evolution of expected coverage as a function of time for a probabilistic coverage 






















Chapter 2  
Exact solution for the cooperative coverage time on complete 
graphs and a generalization of Stirling numbers 
 
For a first look at coverage processes involving multiple coverage agents, we investigate the 
coverage properties of multiple agents on a complete graph i.e. a graph where the vertices are 
all connected to each other with equal probability.  This represents a coverage problem with a 
discrete space discrete time domain.  The coverage on complete graphs with multiple agents 
represents an idealistic case where agents are able to access any portion of the coverage 
domain at any moment in time.  In this case, the agents also do not interfere with each other 
as we allow multiple agents to occupy the same vertex at any one time. 
2.1) Introduction 
A key step in the solution of the cooperative coupon collectors' problem requires the repeated 
application of the recursion formula for Stirling numbers of the second kind. This results in a 
Pascal like triangle of Stirling numbers with polynomial coefficients. Three explicit formulas 
for this polynomial and their properties are derived in this work and we show how to apply 
these results to determine the exact probability distribution and expectation of the cooperative 
coverage time on complete graphs. 
 
Suppose there is a set containing an infinite number of coupons out of which there are |V| 
distinct types and a series of t independent draws are made from that set. Define Pr|V|,1(z,t) as 
the probability that z distinct coupons have been collected from the set where z ≤ |V| and 
E|V|,1(t) as the expected number of draws needed to collect the full set of |V| distinct coupons. 
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This problem is known in the literature as the coupon collector problem waiting time problem 
and its solution has been derived in [Feller, 1968].  
 
2.1.1) Literature review on coupon collector problem and variants 
There are many different applications of the solutions of this problem for example in the IP 
traceback problem in the field of communications [Shioda, 2007], and the quality control 
reliability problem in manufacturing [Gadrich, Ravid, 2011] as well as coverage of graphs by 
random walk [Dimitrov, Plaxton, 2005]. 
 
Many different variants of this problem have also been introduced; these include varying the 
probability of obtaining different coupons [Adler et al, 2003], finding the probability of 
obtaining more than one complete set of coupons [Kiyoshi, Sigeo, 2008], two parallel coupon 
collector processes and finding the expected number of single coupons collected at the end of 
each coupon collection process. [Myers, Wilf, 2006] 
 
In order to speed up the process of collecting a complete set, we get N collectors to 
simultaneously draw from the set of coupons for every draw.  We call this the cooperative 
coupon collector problem.  What is the effect of N on the probability distribution of the 
number of draws required and the expected number of draws needed to collect the full set? At 
first glance, it would seem that the expected number of draws required will be indirectly 
proportional to N but we will prove in this work that it is not so.  This variant of the coupon 
collector problem was briefly described in [Dawkins, 1991]. However no formal solution was 
given in that paper.  Similar variants were also described in [Adler, Ross, 2001][Stadje, 1990] 
and they solved for the probability density function for expected coverage time however we 
note that in their problem, the types of coupons drawn within the set of N coupons are 
18 
 
required to be distinct. The closest variant to our work is described in [Gadrich, Ravid, 2011].  
Here, each probable set of N coupons out of |V| distinct types are equally likely with repeated 
coupons allowed.  In our case, we consider each coupon within the set to have a likely 
probability that it will appear as one of the distinct types and hence our problem has a 
different answer than all the other examples described above. 
 
[Alon et al, 2008] also describes the speed-up capability of cooperative coupon collectors but 
they indicated that the linear speed-up obtained was limited to the case where N≤|V| and it 
was also based on a simplified estimate subject to a rounding error. 
 
2.1.2) Equivalence of problem to coverage on complete graphs  
The cooperative coupon collector problem can be represented in its graph form thus becomes 
a coverage problem with a discrete time and discrete space setting.  Suppose there is a 
complete graph with self-loops (see Figure 2.1) with |V| vertices 
| |VK  and there are N random 
walkers (coverage agents) uniformly distributed within the |V| vertices.  Each vertex may be 
occupied by more than one agent at any point in time.  At every time step t, each agent will 
possibly move to any vertex within the graph or remain in the vertex it was originally from. 
(i.e. there is a probability that the agent stays in the same vertex; the graph contains self-
loops)  The probability that each agent moves to any vertex is equal to 1/|V|, which means 
that there is an equal chance of moving to any vertex within the complete graph.  We are 
interested in the time it takes for the first time that all the vertices within the graph has been 












Figure 2.1: Examples of complete graphs K4(left), K5(middle), and K6(right) respectively. 
We present and prove the exact solution for the probability distribution and expectation of 
coverage time tc for the complete graph.  In the process of proving these formulae, we 
discover a family of polynomials created by repeated application of the recursion formula for 
Stirling numbers of the second kind.  Three distinct forms of this polynomial are presented 
and we show that the polynomial is in fact a generalization of the Stirling number of the 
second kind. 
2.2) Definition and master equation of coverage on complete graph 
 
Given a complete graph with |V| vertices
| |VK , define | |,Pr ( , )V N z t  as the probability that z 
vertices, z V  have been covered in t steps where for each step, N independent agents are 
simultaneously moving to a random vertex. The master equation for this problem is:- 
 
| |, | |, | |,
0
Pr ( , ) Pr ( , | , 1) Pr ( , 1)
N
V N V N V N
j
z t z t z j t z j t

     
 (2.1) 
Where 
| |,Pr ( , | , 1)V N z t z j t  is the probability that the newly covered vertices in the next time 
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is the Stirling number of the second kind. 
PROOF 
We need to calculate the probability that j new vertices are covered after the next time step 
out of the N agents after z-j vertices have already been covered.  We do this by the following 
method of counting the total number of possibilities that this may occur. 
 
Define V as the set of |V| vertices,{1,2,...,|V|} and let Z be the set of vertices that have been 
covered in the previous time step.  Clearly |Z|=z-j and therefore |Z’|=|V|-(z-j). 
 
1) First we pick j new vertices out of the |V|-(z-j) vertices that have not yet been covered. 
The number of ways to do this is






2) Now we look at the vertices occupied by the N agents in the latest time step, assume 
out of these N vertices, 'i Z  while  N i Z  . The number of ways of having j 







. For the N-i agents, since they occupy 
previously covered vertices, they have no restriction so there are ( )N iz j  possible 
combinations.   
3) We know that 0<j<|V|, and for us to obtain j new vertices covered in the next time 
step, we require j<i<N.  
From multiplication principle, we multiply all our combinations from Steps 1 and 2 above 
and sum all the possibilities of j and divide by 
N
V , the total number of ways N agents can 
move on K|V| without restriction.  With this, we end up with equation (6.2). 
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2.2.1) Conjectured solution for the probability of z vertices covered in time t 
Conjecture 2.1 
It is conjectured that the solution for 




Pr ( , )









In order to prove this conjecture, we substitute equation (2.3) into both sides of equation (2.1) 







Nt N N i Nt
z j
z i j z j

 
      
       
      

 (2.4) 
This is an unfamiliar identity involving Stirling numbers of the second kind.  Validating this 
with small values of N, j and z, we realize that this identity may actually be an extension of 
the horizontal recursion formula for Stirling numbers of the second kind.   
2.3) Polynomials from Stirling number recursion 
2.3.1) Formation of polynomials and recursion formula 
The horizontal recursion formula for Stirling numbers of the second kind is well-known and 







      
      
     
 (2.5) 
If we apply the same recursion formula to the right hand side of equation (2.5), we can now 
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       
        
      
 (2.6) 
Repeated application of this recursion formula results in the formation of a triangle like set of 
formulae.  
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Note the formation of the polynomials of z as the coefficients of the recursion formulae.  We 
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
 (2.7) 
where N is the number of recursions performed.   
 
In order to solve for the explicit form of QN,j(z) we note that the polynomial is generated 
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1
N j N j
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Q z Q r
z j z j
  
      
     
     
 (2.8) 
Note that these two terms are the only ones contributing to the next term for QN,j(z). 
Proceeding with the next recursion, we will obtain: 
 
1, 1 1,... ( ) ( ) ( ) ...N j N j
n N




        
 (2.9) 
 Thus the recurrence relation for QN,j(z) is clearly shown by the expression in the square 
brackets given by: 
 
, 1, 1 1,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )N j N j N jQ z Q z z j Q z     
 (2.10) 
We now present three different explicit formulae for QN,j(z) by showing that they all satisfy 
this recurrence relation. 
2.3.2) First polynomial form  
Theorem 2.1 
The polynomial QN,j(z) is given by the following equation: 
 
   , ( ) 1
N














We substitute equation (2.11) into the right hand side of equation (2.10). 
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 summations and combine them  
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The expression in square brackets is easily reduced by a combination of Pascal’s rule and the 
Stirling number recursion showing that equation (2.11) satisfies the recursion formula in 
(2.11) proving Theorem 2.1. 
 
Assuming we fix the value of j in equation (2.10), and apply the recurrence relation to the last 
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N
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We fix the value of j and apply equation (4.3) repeatedly onto the last term of itself, we can 
spot the following pattern and deduce equation (2.12) above.  Note that from the definition of 
QN,j(z) in equation (2.7) it is easy to see that when N=0 and j > 0, QN,j(z)=0 thus we can 
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cancel the last term of the expansion.
2
, 1, 1 2, 1 2,
2 3
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2 1
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2.3.3) Shift property  
Before we prove the next explicit form, we need to prove a vertical recurrence property of the 
Stirling number of the second kind.  Although there is already a well-known simpler vertical 
recurrence for Stirling numbers of the second kind in the form of equation (2.13) given in  
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the vertical recurrence shown by equation (2.14) is unrelated and involves alternating sign 
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Substituting bn and ai into equation (2.16), we obtain equation (2.14), thus proving that 
equation (2.14) is indeed true.  We apply this lemma to prove Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 2.3 
The polynomial QN,j(z) can also be formed by the following summation: 
 




















We use Binomial theorem to expand the (z-j)
N-i 
term 
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By substituting the internal summation using (2.14), we can see that equation (7.5) reduces to 
the same form as equation (2.11) thus proving Theorem 3. 
Remark 2.1 







equation (2.11) illustrating the shift property when the variable of our polynomial is shifted 
by a factor of j, the negative signs disappear from the expression.  Here is one example that 
clearly demonstrates the relationship between the two formulae:- 
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2.3.4) QN,j(z) as a generalization of Stirling number of the second kind  
We introduce a third form for QN,j(z) which is the only form which does not involve Stirling 
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Substitute Equation (2.18) into equation (2.10) we re-obtain equation (2.18) thus proving that 
it is another form for our polynomial QN,j(z) 
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 (2.19) 
We now compare equation (2.18) with the explicit expression for Stirling numbers of the 






.  Furthermore, we take note 
of two explicit expressions of the non-central Stirling number of the second kind and its 
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 (2.22) 
We can clearly see the comparison between equations (2.21) against (2.11), (2.17). S(N,j;z) 
and QN,j(z) both represent similar polynomials,however the only difference is that QN,j(z) 
contains an extra term (-1)
j-i
 causing alternating signs whilst S(N,j;z) consists of all positive 
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 (2.23) 
The two sets of polynomials however, generalize the Stirling number of the second kind 
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When we examine (2.24), the second polynomial form obtained from multiple Stirling 
number recursion, we find that the resulting expression is indeed equivalent to equation (2.4) 
thus proving our Conjecture 2.1.  We can now solve for the probability density function of 
the coverage time on complete graphs with N agents per time step. 
2.4.1) Statistics of coverage time on complete graphs with N walkers 
Theorem 2.5 
Define 
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PROOF 
From the definition, we know that 
| |,Pr (| |, )V N V t is the probability that | |V vertices have been 
covered after t steps.  However, this probability includes the cases where they may have 
already been covered in t-1 or fewer steps and that the later steps are basically repetitions of 
the previous vertices.  If we wish to be certain that exactly t steps were needed to cover
| |VK , 
we need to exclude these possibilities by deducting 
| |,Pr (| |, 1)V N V t  from | |,Pr (| |, )V N V t . 
Theorem 2.6 
Expected coverage time of 
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Expand the terms involving Stirling numbers using the explicit form: 
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  and simplified to obtain equation (2.26) thus completing 
the proof. 
2.4.2) Special case: Coverage of K|V| when N=1   
We can now show that our solution is consistent with the single agent case where N=1.  The 
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| |,1( )Vf t , the probability density function of coverage time on a complete graph for 
the single agent case is: 
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And finally the coverage time of
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  (2.29) 
The last step in equation (2.29) can be proved by using a simple recursive relation. 
Note that the solutions found in (2.28) and (2.29) are well known in the literature. Various 
different methods have been used to obtain these solutions and may be found in the following 
references. [Feller, 1968] [Wilf, 1994][Dawkins, 1991] 
 
2.5) Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the exact formulation for the coverage time for complete graphs with multiple 
independent agents has been derived using a master equation method.  During the course of 
derivation, we discover a set of polynomials obtained from multiple applications of the 
recursion formula for Stirling numbers and conclude that the polynomials are in fact a form 
of generalized Stirling numbers in itself.   
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This coverage problem is an idealistic one and may not represent any realistic physical 
system.  In a realistic system, agents may only visit neighbouring areas and does interfere 
with each other or collide due to physical constraints.  The exact speed-up obtained from 
using N agents in covering the complete graph can be obtained from the analysis conducted 
in this Chapter and we discover that this system saturates as the number of agents grows 
larger and larger.  The results obtained will then be compared to the realistic coverage 



















Chapter 3  
Stationary density of bounded Markov processes 
 
In this chapter, we look at the possibility of designing a probabilistic coverage algorithm with 
a desired stationary probability density of the position of the agent.  We find that this is 
possible provided there is adequate localization capability of the agent within the room.  We 
generalize a bounded Markov process, described by Stoyanov and Pacheco-Gonzalez for a 
class of transition probability functions.  A recursive integral equation for the probability 
density of these bounded Markov processes is derived and the stationary probability density 
is obtained by solving an equivalent differential equation.  Examples of stationary densities 
for different transition probability functions are given and an application for designing a 
robotic coverage algorithm with specific emphasis on particular regions is discussed.   
 
3.1) Introduction 
In this chapter, we investigate the long-run behavior of a random process which is bounded 
within a fixed region.  This relates to the behavior of an indoor coverage robot using a 
movement algorithm that is based on its current position.  Of interest in this chapter is the 
probability density of the position of the robots as it moves within the region.  This chapter 
also represents a shift in the study of coverage processes from a discrete space (graphs) into a 
more realistic continuous space model.  Although, the random process first described using a 
one-dimensional model, we find that it can easily be extended to a two-dimensional model 
which better describes the motion of a mobile robot within an indoor environment 
Analyses of Markov processes in continuous state-space are of much interest especially in the 
fields of random particle dynamics and diffusion [Bargiel, Tory, 2007].  Markov processes 
are also found in studies of population theory [Hernandez-Suarez, Castillo-Chavez, 1999] and 
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even used in financial analyses of price fluctuations [Nielsen, 2009] and currency exchange 
rates [Farahpour et al, 2007].  Markov processes are also used to model the behaviour of 
swarm robots [Lerman et al, 2004].   Due to the physical nature of the variables involved in 
these processes, all these examples involve bounded state-spaces. 
3.1.1) Problem definition 
Consider the process described in [Stoyanov, Pirinsky, 2000], [Pacheco-Gonzalez, Stoyanov, 
2008], [Pacheco Gonzalez, 2009] where a discrete time bounded Markov process 
[0,1], 0,1,2...tx t   behaves as follows: suppose that at time t,  0,1tx  .  At time t+1, the 
process has only two possible choices for transition, it either moves towards 0 with a 
probability pt(xt) that is dependent on its current position or towards 1 with probability 1-
pt(xt).  Boundary considerations require that pt(0) = 0 and pt(1) = 1 in order that the process 
remains within [0,1].  After selecting a direction, the length of the change in position of the 
process within the selected interval is determined by a random variable [0,1]A .  At time 
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Figure 3.1: The bounded Markov process 
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The solution of interest is the stationary probability density of the process after a large 
number of steps taken.  In order to do this, we first use a backward equation to characterise 





Figure 3.2: The transition process 
 
Let  tf x be the probability density function of the Markov process at time t.  From Figure 
3.2, it is clear that the probability that the process is found within the interval  ,t t tx x dx is   
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In this chapter, we will only study the case where  0,1A U the standard uniform 
distribution, and by replacing 1tx   with dummy variables u and v in the integrals, we obtain 
equation (3.3).  The evolution of the probability density function of the process within the 
domain is now clearly defined. 
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We write equation (3.3) as a concise operator equation    1t tf x Pf x . 
1(1 ) tx A  
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3.2) Existence of stationary density 
We need to understand the behaviour of the function tf  when subjected to the operator P as
t  . For this purpose, we use the results from [Lasota, Mackey, 1996] to prove the 
existence of the stationary density f .   We first introduce a few basic definitions. 
Definition 3.1 
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 space simply consists of all possible integrable functions and in addition, we define 
the following as the L
1




f f x dx 
 (3.5) 
Definition 3.2 





i) 0Pf   for 10, ;f f L   and 
ii) 1 1L LPf f  for
10,f f L  , 






Remark 3.1  
Note also that for any
1f L , where f is not given the abovementioned restrictions, the 





The proof is trivial and can be found under Proposition 3.1.1 on page 39 of [Lasota, Mackey, 
1996] 
Proposition 3.1 
The operator P defined by (3.3) is a Markov Operator. 
PROOF 
i) Given that  f u is a valid probability density on [0,1], and since 
   , ,1 , [0,1]t tu v p u p v  , they are all 0 showing that 0Pf  satisfying 
Definition 3.2 i). 
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P meets both conditions i) and ii) of Definition 3.2, therefore we can conclude that P is 





Define f Pf  to be the stationary density of the Markov Operator P.  Then, given any 
initial probability density function 1
0 0 0, 0, ( ) 1
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  holds. 
We have: 
   1 1 1 1
1 1
0 0 0 0
t t t t
L L L L
P f f P f f P f f P f f            
The inequality is a direct result of equation (3.6).  Note the strict inequality is used here 
because if both 0f and f are valid density functions, then the function 0f f cannot satisfy 
condition ii) of Definition 3.2. 
Now the norm of the difference between the t-th iterate of 0f and f is always strictly less 




P f f   which 
completes the proof.  Furthermore, we note from the above inequality that P acts as a 
contraction mapping and from Banach’s fixed point theorem, we can conclude that f is 
unique for all 1
0f L . 
 
Different methods of proving the existence of stationary densities of other Markov processes 




3.3) General solution for the stationary probability density 
We now solve the Markov operator equation f Pf  .  An explicit solution of this integral 
equation can be obtained by reducing it to an equivalent differential equation as follows: 
Theorem 3.1 
Let  f x be the stationary probability density of the Markov process described in Section 1.  















where Cp is a constant obtained by solving the probability density condition  
1
0
1f x dx   
PROOF 
From (3.3) and substituting t and t-1 with ∞, we obtain the integral equation: 
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In order to solve for  f x we use Leibniz’s integral rule [Flanders, 1973] to convert the 
integral equation into an equivalent differential equation.  The following equation shows the 
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Remark 3.2  
Even though Leibniz’s rule requires that g(x,α) mentioned in equation (3.10) is a 
differentiable function, valid solutions for the stationary density can still be obtained if the 
function is discontinuous on at most a finite number of points in the domain.   
By differentiating both sides of (3.9), and utilizing (3.10), we obtain a simple separable 
differential equation, which is easily solved and whose solution is equation (3.8): 
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 (3.11) 
3.3.1) Gradient of stationary probability density  
Corollary 3.1 
























Note that since Cp > 0 and e
x
 >0 for all x, the sign of the gradient of the distribution function 
within the interval (0,1) is wholly dependent on the value x - pt (x).  As such, if pt(x) < x, we 
find that the distribution function is always increasing and vice versa for pt (x) > x.  In the 
next section, we show that by selecting a suitable function pt (x) we can engineer different 






































Equations in (3.13) specify the allowable gradient of the class of probability density functions 
that can be generated by this Markov process. 
3.3.2) Examples of simple probability densities obtained 
From this general solution, we can find a few simple examples of stationary probability 
densities that can be obtained by varying  tp x . 
Example 3.1: 
Consider the case in which  tp x x . The solution is simply the constant ( ) pf x C   for this 
case. Applying the distribution condition, it is trivial to show that Cp=1, thus the obtained 
distribution is the standard uniform distribution along the interval [0,1]. 
Remark 3.5 
This case of Example 1 represents a centering condition on the Markov process, in which the 
probability that the process shifts to the right is directly proportional to the distance away 
from the right boundary and similarly for the leftwards transition.  As can be expected, 
because of the centering condition, the process achieves a uniform distribution, and it is 
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useful when wanting the process to have an equal chance of visiting all the sites within the 
domain. 
Example 3.2: 
For a constant value   , (0,1)tp x p x  and [0,1]p   
 
















where  ,Beta   denotes the beta function.  Note that since [0,1]p , the resulting 
distribution is always U-shaped.  The resulting distribution will also skew towards the left or 
right side, depending on whether p > 1- p or p < 1 - p.   
Remark 6 
Example 3.2 demonstrates that when  tp x is set to be a constant value, the distribution 
follows a generalized arc-sine distribution [Johnson et al, 1995] causing the process to have 
an infinitely high probability density as it approaches the two boundary regions.  This 
property is also commonly found in various diffusion processes, as well as bounded 
Brownian motions [Nikitin, Orzinger, 2000]. 
 
The solution found in (3.14) matches the solution of a special case of our problem first 
proved in [Stoyanov, Pirinsky, 2000] using a moment convergence theorem and matching the 
moments of the known beta distribution to the moments obtained by the Markov process.  
Our solution is however based on the direct solution of the integral equation of the 
probability density function. 
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Depending on the proposed application of this Markov process model, if a moderately 
uniform distribution is desired, in which case a constant pt(x) since the position of the agent 
has a tendency to stay at either boundary.  Furthermore, we wish to influence the movement 
of the process such that it tends to visits certain states more than others. This is done by using 
the knowledge that we have on the gradient from Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3. 
3.4) Creating peak-valued probability density functions 
 
To exert a measure of control on the steady state movement of the random process by 
ensuring that some parts of the state-space are visited more often than others, we will need to 
ensure that we are able to engineer maximum or minimum points in the limiting distribution. 
In order to engineer a maximum point at maxx , we can deduce from (6) that we simply need to 
ensure that  maxtp x x x   and  maxtp x x x  .  This can be easily done by using a simple 














 The resulting piecewise stationary probability density is solved simply by substituting pt(x) 






























1f x dx  we can solve for the values of Cp1 and Cp2. 
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Figure 3.3shows some examples of the probability densities obtained for different values of
maxx .
 
   
  
Figure 3.3: Probability density functions obtained 
3.4.1) Application to two-dimensional random robotic coverage algorithm 
We show here how we apply the principles to a robot coverage movement algorithm used in a 
two-dimensional interior room.  The objective of the robot is to ensure all of the area is 
periodically covered by a sensor, with specific areas in the room given higher priority due to 
the proximity of important objects within the room.  In order to reproduce the movement 
algorithm described by our bounded Markov process, the robot will be assumed to have 


































localization capabilities, possibly via the use of distance sensors measuring the proximity of 
the nearby walls. 
In our example, the robot is given the task of covering a two-dimensional rectangular room 
with dimensions X by Y metres and a single position of interest is found at (0.2X, 0.5Y) 
which requires more visits than the rest of the room.  We assume that the robot moves 
independently in X and Y directions.  Let the fraction of the distances between the robot and 
the wall over the length and breadth within the room at time t be denoted by Xt and Yt 
respectively and let the the robot move according to the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 3.1 
Step 1: Measure position (Xt,Yt) relative to the room walls 
Step 2: Select two directions of motion in X and Y direction according to the following rule: 
 if 0 0.2tX  then select the positive X direction 
o else select the negative X direction 
 if 0 0.5tY   then select the positive Y direction  
o else select the negative Y direction 





positive X direction 1
negative X direction
distance travelled


















where  , 0,1x yA A U  




A simulation showing the number of times the robot visited each position within the room 
after 10 million time steps is then conducted using MATHEMATICA® and the resulting 
probability density is plotted in Figure 3.4 showing the desired number of visits to the area is 
significantly higher at the point of interest, (0.2X, 0.5Y) as required. 
 
Figure 3.4: Probability density plot of 2-dimensional random coverage algorithm 
3.5) Chapter summary 
In this chapter, we derived a recursive integral equation denoting the evolution of the 
probability density of a class of bounded Markov processes.  By solving an equivalent 
differential equation, we obtain the general solution of stationary probability density of the 
given Markov process for different transition probability functions.  We also show that when 
a step function is used for the transition probability function, it results in a peak valued 
stationary density.  Finally, we show how this is applicable in the design of a suitable 
algorithm for a two-dimensional random area coverage problem within a simple rectangular 
room where key points of interest are present within the room. 
This chapter is an example of how the probability density of the position of a single robot can 
be obtained from the theory of Markov processes.  Although coverage is not directly 
investigated in this chapter, we do know that due to the positive value of f(x) obtained for all 
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the points within the domain; we can deduce that the coverage of the room in the long run is 
achieved.   
Note that the algorithm of movement described in this chapter requires prior knowledge of its 
position in order to succeed.  As such, the implementation of such an algorithm could be 
problematic if the localization of robots is not error free.  Throughout the rest of this thesis, 
other movement algorithms without localization capabilities are analysed and their coverage 


















The computational accuracy of coverage time for circular sensing 
range 
 
Sensor coverage completion is typically tracked by use of a coverage map and discretizing 
the target region into smaller square cells or pixels.  However, real sensors are typically fixed 
in range thus creating circular sensing regions.  In this chapter, we quantitatively discuss the 
effect of the size of the discretization of the domain on the accuracy of the covering time of a 
simple random walk algorithm. A simulation algorithm is proposed using coordinate pairs to 
track the covered regions in order to minimise memory usage. Finally we present how 
accurate estimates of mean and standard deviation of coverage time can be obtained by 
comparing between simulation results with varying discretization ratio and the domain size. 
4.1) Introduction 
 A sensor’s “footprint” is the region of the target domain within its detection range. 
Complete coverage of the target domain can be defined as the point in time when the 
combined union of all the footprints prior to that time is exactly equal to the target domain 
area.  Specifically, we are interested in the first time that this happens and we call this the 
coverage time. 
 Coverage problems have important applications in unknown terrain exploration, 
search for multiple unknown targets and even simple applications such as floor cleaning and 
spray painting of car panels.  A literature survey conducted reveals much work has been 
dedicated to finding efficient methods of covering the target region.  [Choset, 2001] has 
summarized much of the earlier work done and classifies them into various categories.  In his 
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paper, he notes that different decompositions may be taken as approximate or exact 
depending on the coverage algorithm and the sensor footprint used.  Other approaches to 
coverage problems mostly focuses on designing efficient algorithms [Choi et al, 2009], 
[Hazon. Kaminka, 2005] and finding optimal paths [Sarmiento et al, 2004] and implementing 
multiple robots [Rekleitis et al, 2004] for cooperative coverage such as to further decrease the 
coverage time required. 
The drawback of many of these algorithms is that most of them assume complete knowledge 
of the domain.  This may not be a realistic situation in the case of robotic search and 
exploration of unknown terrain.   Random or heuristics approaches [Gage, 1993] [Wagner et 
al, 2000] have been proposed earlier and are more practical for immediate usage for coverage 
operations.  Integrating multiple sensors into such algorithms is also much easier as compared 
to deterministic algorithms.  The main drawback of these methods is the obvious inefficiency 
of the method as compared to motion path planning and the fact that it is much harder to 
predict the performance of randomized methods. 
It is decidedly difficult to develop accurate mathematical models predicting the performance 
of such robots.  [Wagner et al, 2000] derived performance bounds for such a random 
algorithm but does not give information on the distribution of the coverage time. 
As such, we rely on computer simulations to try and predict the performance of realistic 
random coverage algorithms.  In this workwe compute the cover time using techniques based 
on raster graphics and bitmaps and discuss the accuracy of such a method.  Our study will 
focus on circular sensor footprints even though the algorithm can accommodate other shapes.  
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4.2) Source of discretization error 
A simple and direct method of tracking the coverage domain is by discretizing the domain 
into smaller squares (“pixels”).  As the sensor moves across the domain, pixels that fall 
within the sensor footprint are deemed “covered” and the simulation proceeds until all the 
pixels are covered.  However due to the fact that the coverage algorithm involved circular 
sensor footprints and that small pixel size are required for accurate representation, there arises 
a question on how small should the pixels be such as to  give an accurate estimate of the 
coverage time.  The error arises from the discrepancy between the actual sensor footprint and 
its representation on the pixel grid.  This is illustrated in Figure 4.1. In our algorithm, we use 
Bresenham’s circle algorithm to discretize the sensor footprint [Hearn, Baker, 1997].  We 
denote the grid discretization ratio as
l
d
  , where l is the length of each pixel and d is the 
diameter of the sensor footprint.  The percentage discretization error is denoted as ɛdisc. 
 
Figure 4.1: Error due to circle drawing algorithm 
Although it is possible to calculate the exact theoretical errors obtained from using the 
algorithm, we simply run the program for different values of  and calculate the area 
obtained by counting out the number of pixels covered and subtracting the area of the circular 
footprint to find the error obtained.  The results are shown in Table 4.1: - 
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  No. of squares 
covered 
Area covered = 
2  x no. of squares 
Error % disc  =  
 
0.1 89 0.89 13.32% 
0.05 341 0.8525 8.544% 
0.01 7997 0.7997 1.821% 
0.005 31689 0.7922 0.8692% 
0.001 786805 0.7868 0.1791% 
Table 4.1: disc vs  used for circle drawing 
Note that that the variation of disc  with closely resembles a linear relationship.  
4.3) The coordinate pairs coverage tracking algorithm 
We propose a simple method which retains the accuracy of the directly tracking all squares 
within the domain while minimising both memory and computation required.  This is by 
tracking the total area in the form of coordinate pairs.  The idea arises from the simple fact 
that the process of area updating will only concern the boundaries of the area covered as well 
as the edges of the new sensor footprint to be updated in the memory.  It is therefore 
unnecessary to store all the points; instead the area will be stored by a set of coordinate pairs.  
Each coordinate pair consists of two x coordinates and a y coordinate representing a strip of 
area covered in the form of (x1, x2; y).  The total set of all the coordinate pairs stored 
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In Figure 4.2, the coordinates marked with O are the only ones that are required to be stored 
in memory in the form of the following coordinate pairs (4,6;2), (3,7;3),(3,7;4),(4,6;5).  The 
process of combining the current set of coordinate pairs with a new update from the next time 
step is simple, each set of coordinate pairs are compared and coordinates that are found 
within the cancellation zones are simply deleted.  This is represented in the diagram by the 
coordinates marked with an x.  
The set is now updated to (4,6;2),(2,7;3),(1,7;4),(1,6;5),(2,5;6).  The process will continue to 
update until the set becomes (1,9;1), (1,9;2), (1,9;3), (1,9;4), (1,9;5), (1,9;6), (1,9;7) which 
indicates that coverage has been completed. 
4.4) Covering algorithm 
 The proposed continuous space covering algorithm that we analyse in this chapter is 
similar to the Probabilistic Coverage (PC) algorithm in [Wagner et al, 2000] on a continuous 
two dimensional domain for a ground robot with a proximity sensor of fixed range and a 
compass module. The target domain is assumed to be rectangular for simplicity.   A pseudo-
code for the algorithm is as follows: - 
Algorithm 4.1 
1) Sweep sensor in a disc around agent 
2) Determine accessible positions in a 360° sweep (presence of obstacles) 
3) Randomly select one of the unobstructed directions around sensor agent (uniformly 
distributed among all available positions) 
4) Move in the direction selected in step 3 for distance equal to radius of sensor 
5) Repeat Steps 1 - 4 
Figure 4.3 shows an example of the movement of the sensor agent using the PC algorithm.  




Figure 4.3: The probabilistic coverage algorithm 
The main difference between our coverage algorithm and the PC algorithm in [Wagner et al, 
2000] is that the PC algorithm always takes a random angle between 0 to 2π.  It adjusts to 
compensate for the boundaries by taking half the minimum distance to the nearest wall so as 
to ensure that the agent does not move into the wall.   Our coverage algorithm always moves 
the same distance for each time step however it avoids the walls simply by changing the 
range of the random angle that it moves towards in the new time step.  The main advantage of 
this method is that if the agent were to move half a step towards the wall, there would clearly 
be no new area to cover.  By avoiding all the angles that are pointed towards the walls, the 
agent has a higher probability of moving to a new uncovered space. 
4.5) Results and discussion 
60000 simulations were run on 8 parallel computers to ensure that the width of the 99% 
confidence interval for the estimation of the mean and variance is approximately within 1 
time step.  The same numbers of samples were then run for each set of values to ensure 
consistency. 
The first set of simulations was run in order to investigate the predicted error in the simulated 




















diameter of sensor footprint is used and the initial position of the sensor is randomly 
generated with a uniform distribution within the domain.  The results are shown in Figure 4.4.   
An estimate of the accurate mean and standard deviation of the coverage time can be 
obtained simply by extrapolation of the graphs and finding the intercept on the vertical axis 
denoting the point where the theoretical value of ζ=0 which gives us a infinitely small grid 
size.  Running a set of simulations with a coarse grid size takes a much shorter time to 
complete yet by combining several of the results in this way, the accuracy of the estimation 
can be maintained.  The error % is calculated by subtracting the simulated coverage time 
from the estimated coverage time and it is clear that the error increases linearly as the 
discretization error is increased. 
  
Figure 4.4: Results of coverage time vs ζ for domain size of 4 x 4 units of sensor diameter.   
Further simulations were conducted to investigate the variation of the mean and standard 
deviation of the coverage time with respect to the room size.  The simulation results shown in 
Figure 4.5 here were run with a constant discretization ratio of ζ =0.01.  It is clear that both 
the mean and the standard deviation are linearly related to the domain size.  As an increase in 
domain size causes a significantly higher amount of computation and running time, this 
knowledge allows us to estimate the coverage times for various sizes of domain given the 
knowledge of coverage time properties of the smaller domain size. 




















Figure 4.5: Relationship between coverage time and size of domain 
4.6) Chapter summary and further work 
We verified that the error caused by discretization of grid in simulating a random coverage 
process is linearly related to the discretization ratio ζ and show how this knowledge allows us 
to obtain a highly accurate result without needing to simulate using a fine grid discretization. 
We have also verified from simulations that the mean and standard deviation of coverage 
time for our given probabilistic coverage algorithm is linearly related to the relative size of 
the given square domain. 
Note that the results illustrated in this chapter are valid only for a circular sensor footprint.  
However, the coverage tracking algorithm described in section 4.3 can easily be adapted to 
other shapes of realistic sensor footprints such as a circular sector.  However the accuracy of 
the shapes when subjected to similar pixelation will vary and may no longer obey a linear 
relationship such as the one shown in Figure 4.4. By using the same technique of using 




graphs, we may still be able to eliminate any errors and obtain accurate results for coverage 
time for various shapes of sensor footprints. 
This chapter therefore lays the foundation of all simulations conducted throughout the rest of 
this thesis as we now understand the requirements of discretization ratio in obtaining accurate 
results.  All subsequent simulation results adhere to the requirements set in this chapter and 
we show in the next chapter that we can confirm the accuracy of the simulation results using 

















Exact formulation of the expected coverage of random sets on a 
bounded domain 
 
In this chapter, we present the methodology required to obtain the exact formulation of the 
expected coverage of random sets on a bounded domain with consideration to edge effects.   
The exact formulae for random line segments on the unit interval and random squares on the 
unit square are obtained and we show how to calculate the expected coverage for the case of 
random circles on the unit square.  The calculation is then used to verify the results of the 
initial point of the simulation described in the previous chapter.  This chapter therefore 
represents the work done in theoretical calculation of coverage of immobile sensors and 
illustrates the effect that the border has in reducing the overall coverage of the sensor during 
random deployment. 
 
5.1) Problem motivation 
Consider the problem of random sensor coverage where N sensors, each consisting of a 
circular sensing range of radius r, are dropped randomly within a square bounded domain.  
What is the average fraction of the domain that is covered by at least one of these sensors? 
This problem is complicated by two main factors, the presence of overlap between 
neighbouring sensors and the presence of boundaries, both of which reduce the effective 
coverage of the sensors.   
We conducted a simple direct simulation to find the expected coverage of a square domain by 
n random circles.  The simulation procedure used is described in Chapter 4 however; the 
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coverage measurement described in this chapter is conducted without any movement of the 
circles.  This represents the initial coverage problem; how much area has already been 
covered simply by distributing the agents uniformly around the area before any movement 
has occured?  
We attempted to verify our simulation results through theoretical analysis.  From the 
literature [Hall, 1988] [Robbins, 1945b], we know that by ignoring edge effects caused by the 
missing pixels at the boundaries, the expected coverage fraction is represented by the 
equation    21 1
N
NE C r   .  This is easily verified by plotting the data of N  vs 
  ln 1 NE C for a specified constant radius which should produce a straight line.  Even 
though the simulation results yielded the linear relationship prescribed the theory, the 
gradient obtained differed significantly.  This confirmed to us that the edge effects could not 
be ignored for our practical problem. A solution for the expected coverage where edge effects 
are taken into consideration could not be obtained from the literature so we formulated the 
methodology required to obtain the extension to this formula and present the findings in this 
chapter.   
5.2) Literature review  
Much of the previous work on random sets [Molchanov, 2005] [Hall, 1988] provides detailed 
and rigorous mathematical definitions and theorems on the theory of random sets for generic 
probability spaces and various different types of sets. 
We can also find other applications of random set theory for real problems such as the 
bombing problem [Garwood, 1947] which is very similar to our problem.  The main 
difference is that the centres of the random sets are allowed outside of the given domain 
whereas for our problem, the centres are restricted within the domain due to physical 
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constraints.  Another similar problem was highlighted in [Chao et al, 1998], where the 
expected coverage of random rectangles within the unit square was calculated; however, their 
problem was formulated to exclude edge effects.  In [Koskinen, 2004], the exact formulation 
was conducted for the example of random circles on a unit circle, however much of the paper 
focuses on obtaining the number of circles required for a high probability of complete 
coverage. 
Other relevant literature associated with random set theory can be found in applications of the 
theory to wireless sensor networks (Chen, Ho  & Bai, 2009), material science[Bourgeois et al, 
2009] and even extending to biosciences involving blood vessels [Capasso et al, 2008]. 
In this chapter, we will provide a more specific definition of the problem of the expected 
coverage of random sets in any d-dimensional Euclidean space.   Next, we discuss the 
solution for the three example cases listed below: - 
1) Random line segments on the unit interval 
2) Random squares on the unit square 
3) Random circles on the unit square 
Comparisons of these solutions against the original formulae when edge effects are ignored 
are presented using contour plots for each case. Finally, we verify the simulation results 
against the solutions obtained from the third case. 
5.3) Problem definition 
Define D
d
 on the d-dimensional Euclidean space   1 2 ... dd dx x x x  as the set 
where the Euclidean norm of the set D
d
 is equals to 1. 
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In the 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional cases, D
1
 is represented by the interval [0,1] whilst 
the unit square [0,1]x[0,1] will be used for D
2
.  The set D
d
 will serve as the domain of the 
coverage problem discussed in this chapter. 
Let 1 2, ,...
d d d
N    be N independent and identically distributed random vectors which have 
values bounded within D
d
 where  1 2, ,..,
d
i i i id    .  Throughout this work, we will only 
consider the case where i are uniformly distributed; i.e the probability density function
  1if   .   Each vector 1 2, ,...,d d dN    represents a reference point (for our cases, the 




 whose elements are within D
d
.  The union 






























The quantity  1
d
S S d d
D
C x dx   is referred to as the coverage of D
d





x dx   this quantity is equal to the coverage defined in the first chapter.  Also note 
that since it is an instantaneous case, there is no time variable involved within this chapter. 











is distributed uniformly within D
d




5.4) Robbins’ formula 
Theorem 5.1 
We know from equation 15 of [Robbins, 1945a], and page 22 in [Hall, 1988] that the required 
expected measure CS can be calculated from the formula: 
 
   
ds d dR
E C P x S dx 
 (5.2) 
The expression  dP x S  is termed as the coverage function of S on D
d
. Since 1 2, ,...
d d d
n  




are homogeneous,  d
i
dP x s are all equal for any i, therefore we 




























P x s  (5.3) 




have been taken into 
consideration into the coverage function. 
5.5) Random line segments on D1 
For simplicity of notation, we denote 1x as x and 1i as ix within this section.   
Define 
1i
















Note a simple identity that is true for the set
ix
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Now since ix is uniformly distributed:  
 
  1 liliix xx
li
ix ss
P x s d C   
 (5.4) 
i.e. The probability that x is located within the set
lis  centred at ix is equal to the coverage of 
the set 
lis centred at x.  Combining equations (5.3) and (5.4), we can conclude that the 
coverage function for this problem is given by the expression:  
 





P x S C   
 (5.5) 
Due to the edge effect at x=0 and x=1, li
xs
C is dependent on x.  We will need to consider 
separately 3 subsets of D
1
 which are[0, ],[ ,1 ]r r r and[1 ,1]r .  In subset[ ,1 ]r r , li
xs
C  is 
always equal to 2r and independent of x. However, for the two edge subsets,  li
xs
C  is a 
function of x. 
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And by applying equation (5.2), we obtain the expected coverage of D
1
 by N line segments of 
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E C r r r
N N
   
       
   
 (5.7) 
Do note that due to symmetry, the integrals obtained from the two subsets closest to the 
boundaries are equal. 
If we either assume that border effects are ignored or utilise the torus convention as described 
in [Hall], the coverage function is assumed to be    1 1 2 NliP x S r    for all  0,1x  
Therefore, the approximate expectation of coverage is simply: 
 
   1 1 2li NS approxE C r  
 (5.8) 
5.6) Random squares on D2 
We proceed to solve for the expectation of coverage for a two-dimensional case.  Again for 
simplicity of notation, we denote  2 1 2,x x x  as Cartesian coordinates  ,x y  and the random 





 as the set of points within a square of length 2r centred at 
,x y (i.e.














Again, it is simple to prove the following identity: 
 
     , , ,, x ysq sqx y x yP x y s P s   
 (5.9) 

















C  varies differently in 9 different subsets within D
2
 due to edge effects.  The 
coverage functions for each subset are obtained by simple geometrical arguments which are 






C   sqP x S  
A    ,1 , ,1x r r y r r     
24r   21 1 4
N
r   
1    ,1 , 0,x r r y r  
 
  2r y r     1 1 2
N
r y r    
2    0, , ,1x r y r r  
 
  2r x r     1 1 2
N
r x r    
3    ,1 , 1 ,1x r r y r   
 
  2 1r y r      1 1 2 1
N
r y r     
4    1 ,1 , ,1x r y r r   
 
  2 1r x r      1 1 2 1
N
r x r     
a    0, , 0,x r y r 
 
  y r x r      1 1
N
y r x r     
b    0, , 1 ,1x r y r  
 
  1 y r x r       1 1 1
N
y r x r      
c    1 ,1 , 1 ,1x r y r   
 
  1 1y r x r        1 1 1 1
N
y r x r       
d    1 ,1 , 0,x r y r  
 
  1y r x r       1 1 1
N
y r x r      
Table 5.1 : Coverage functions of respective subsets in D
2
 
To obtain the expectation of coverage, again we integrate throughout the various areas given; 
however, to simplify the calculation, we note that due to symmetry, integration in subsets 
1,2,3 and 4 will yield a similar result.  Similarly, integration in subsets a,b,c and d will yield a 
similar result. Therefore we only need to solve for the integrals for subsets A, a and 1 whilst 
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multiplying the integrals for the subsets a and 1 by 4 in order to incorporate the remaining 
subsets into the evaluation.  Therefore we obtain the expression: 
 
   
   
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   (5.11) 
Simple integration techniques can be used to solve this equation and the full working is found 
in Appendix A.  The final form for the expected coverage of N random squares of length 2r 
in a unit square is given as follows: 
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When the edge effects are ignored, the approximate expected coverage is taken to be: 
 


















5.7) Random circles on D2 
Now we move on to N circles in D
2




as the set of all points within a circle 
of radius r centred at







s x y r

    where 
E
represents the 
Euclidean norm and  0,0.5r .  Again, we prove the two following identities which will 
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 (5.14) 




C  is again reduced when it is near to one or more of the 
boundaries of D
2
 depending on the values of x and y.   However, due to the nature of how the 
circular area may change at either one or two boundaries at the same time, we need to divide 
D
2
 into subsets as illustrated in Figure 5.1.  Due to symmetry, we only need to calculate the 
area within subsets A, a, 1, and i, since the results of integration from the all the other subsets 













Figure 5.1: Subsets of different probabilities of coverage for random circles on D
2
 
The calculation of coverage for the circle when found in each subset is merely an exercise in 


















total expected area covered by N random circles within the D
2
 without neglecting edge 
effects can be calculated from the expression:-  
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 (5.15) 
Since there are non-linear terms raised to the power of N within the formula, finding a simple 
expression for the exact solution of this integral is difficult, therefore the answer will have to 
be computed using numerical methods of integration. 
Similarly, when the border effects are ignored, the approximate solution is given by the 
expression: 
 



























5.8) Summary of results 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Contour Plot of 





E C E C
E C

 for line segments on D1 (top left), 
squares on D
2 
(top right) and circles on D
2 
(bottom) respectively 
The contour plots of the percentage difference between the approximate formulae and the 
exact formulae for the three different examples are found in Figure 5.2.  It is trivial to note 
that for all three cases, the approximate formula always overestimates the actual expected 
coverage since edge effects cause an overall reduction in effective area coverage.  All three 









relatively small and r is close to 0.5.  As N increases however, the maximum deviation moves 
towards smaller values of r.  This is because at large values of r, the coverage fraction 
approaches close to 1, so the difference between the approximation and exact formulation is 
no longer noticeable. 
 
Figure 5.3: Comparison of simulation results against original formula (top) and against 
updated theoretical formula (bottom) 
The theoretical answer from numerical integration is now compared to the simulation results 
obtained as a comparison.  Figure 5.3 shows the comparison between the expected coverage 
obtained from the simulations against the calculated results from equation 8 and the results 
clearly show a much better match than the values originally obtained from approximation.  
This confirms that the simulation is indeed able to predict the correct values of coverage and 







5.9) Discussion and chapter summary 
It should be noted that the expected coverage is more easily calculated using the approximate 
formula than the exact one, especially in the case of random circles on a square domain.  It is 
not practical to use the exact formula when the calculation is required in a short period of 
time without the help of sophisticated integral approximation software.  However, the contour 
plots generated from the exact formulae can still be used as a tool for adjusting any 
approximate values by reading off the percentage differences for various values of r and n. 
Using the approximate formulae from equations (5.8), (5.13) and (5.16) for the range of 
values of 0.2<r<0.5 and 1<N<5 incurs a minimum error of 15% for all of the cases that we 
have shown in this work and therefore should always be avoided if accuracy is to be 
maintained. 
In this chapter, we have shown how to apply Robbins’ formula to calculate the expected 
coverage of random sets on a bounded domain with consideration to edge effects.  We have 
also obtained exact solutions for the examples of random line segments on the unit interval 
and random squares and shown the calculation required for the case of circles on the unit 
square. 
Finally, we apply the main result in the case of random circles on a unit square to verify the 








Chapter 6: Analysis of the expected coverage of multiple mobile 
robots within a bounded area of operations 
 
 
In this chapter, we show how the expected area coverage performance of multiple mobile 
robots conducting random movement within a bounded area of operations was measured 
using a vision based experimental set-up.  Based on the data obtained from the experimental 
procedure, we found that the exponential model used by [Palleja et al, 2010] for their study 
was unsuitable. An alternative model for the time evolution of coverage based on the 
cumulative Weibull distribution function is proposed.  The coverage performance was found 
to be dependent on several universal parameters which consist of combinations of velocity, 
size of sensor footprints and the total number of robots used as well as the total area of 
operations.  The accuracy of the model was further verified by a simulation procedure that 
replicates the movement of the robots. The speedup characteristics obtained is compared to 
that obtained from coverage on complete graphs. 
6.1) Introduction and literature review 
In this chapter, we investigate the coverage performance of multiple robots within a bounded 
area of operations.  This was done through experimental methods using real mobile robots 
conducting random movement within a rectangular region bounded by walls. The 
performance of the coverage operation was monitored via a vision based-system.  Due to the 
random nature of the coverage, it was found that it was necessary to conduct a simulation to 
verify the results of the experiment and increase the accuracy of the estimated expected 
coverage.  We then attempted to model the expected coverage percentage as a function of 
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time which will allow us to predict the coverage performance simply from the knowledge of 
the robots’ physical parameters. 
Coverage in robotics is well-documented in the literature and much research has been done 
on various aspects of the problem.  Some interesting approaches found in the literature 
include various simulation studies [Habib, 2007], experimental studies of single robot 
systems with extended detectors [Acar et al, 2006] as well as multiple robot systems 
[Rutishauser et al, 2009]. The coverage problem also has many different applications most 
commonly found in mobile robotics, wireless sensor networks [Zorbas et al, 2010], and even 
for spray painting [Atkar et al, 2005] and cleaning applications. 
In [Palacin et al, 2005][Palleja et al, 2010], we noted that their work on measuring the 
performance of cleaning robots is the most closely related to ours.  The main difference 
between the experimental set-up and that in [Palleja et al, 2010] is that in our set-up, multiple 
robots were used simultaneously in order to determine the cooperative effect of these robots.  
Another significant difference between their work and ours is the nature of the sensing or 
actuated area.  The sensing area for our robots may coincide with the outside of the 
operations area whereas cleaning robots are physically unable to effect any cleaning outside 
due to the physical boundaries.  This means that our experiment incorporates border effects, 
which reduces the effective coverage area whenever any robots are in close proximity to the 
boundaries.  The final main difference between their work and ours is that they use a 
distance-scale as a basis for measuring the cleaning performance of the robots.  This is only 
possible if one robot is used for each experiment. Due to our experiment consisting of 
multiple robots, different distance scales for each robot exists as each robot may pause a 
different number of times during a given time period.  Furthermore, the time taken for the 
coverage completion is our main performance indicator that we wish to investigate thus the 
time-scale is a more appropriate basis of measurement for our case.   We believe that the 
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above-mentioned reasons explain why that the exponential model used in [Palleja et al, 2010] 
was unsuitable in modelling the coverage evolution in a time domain and this is the reason 
why we propose a different model later in section 6.3. 
6.2) Description of experimental set-up 
The experiment set-up used for measuring coverage performance of cooperative robots can 
be divided into three main sections: the area of operations, the robot chassis used and the 
vision based coverage tracking system. 
6.2.1) Area of operations 
The coverage operation was conducted in a rectangular portion of the laboratory floor with a 
length of 3.0m and breadth of 2.2m resulting in a total area |D| of 6.6 m
2
.  (See Figure 6.1) 
The area was bounded by wooden boards of 0.4m in height.  The size of the area used 
corresponds with the maximum area visible from the camera used by the vision based 
localization system.  In order to provide a neutral contrast for ease of position tracking, the 
floor was lined with white paper, taking precaution not to affect the movement of the robots. 
 





6.2.2) Robot chassis and movement algorithm 
The robot chassis (see Figure 6.2 - right) we used for the experiment was the PARALLAX
TM
 
Boe-Bot with BASIC Stamp B2px microcontroller.  The Boe-Bot uses two continuous 
rotation FUTABA servos to power its differential drive system.  Each robot was measured to 
travel at a speed of 0.15m/s when the rotation of the servos is maximised.  Also attached to 
the chassis is a FUTABA Standard Servo with a sonar sensor that rotates in a 180° frontal 
cone from the heading direction of the robot.   The sonar sensor detects obstacles in front of 
the robot chassis and prevents collisions from occurring between individual robots as well as 
the boundaries of the area of operations.   
The movement algorithm used by the robot is a simple billiard ball algorithm which is 
summarized by the pseudo-code described in Table 6.1. 
Step Operation 
Step 1 Scan for presence of obstacles (wall as well as other robots) 
Step 2 IF( no obstacles detected) 
 Robot continues forward movement 
 ELSE (obstacle detected) 
 Robot stops and rotates for a random angle between 90 to 270 degrees 
Step 3 Loop back to Step 1 and repeat 
Table 6.1: Pseudo code for robot movement algorithm 
The trajectory of the robot therefore consists of straight paths with random angles at the 
points where the robot encounters any obstacle.  This type of movement has been 
documented in the literature and a comprehensive mathematical summary can be found in 
[Comets et al, 2009].  The only difference is that in addition to collisions between the 
boundaries, our robots also collide with each other and perform random trajectory changes 
within the area of operations.  
In an actual coverage procedure, an additional sensor or actuator will be added to the robot 
depending on its function, eg. a metal detector, a wireless network point or even a cleaning 
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brush. The effective ranges of most sensors or actuators are typically fixed, so this sensing 
area is simulated by the computer program as a circle centred about the robots location.  
 
6.2.3) Vision based coverage tracking system 
The vision-based localization and coverage tracking system consists of two main 
components, the camera and the computer program which obtains localization data from the 
camera and updates the coverage map.  The camera used was a Microsoft LifeCam Cinema
TM
 
(see Figure 6.2 -left) capable of 720p high definition video with a maximum refresh rate of 
30 frames per second and a field of view of 73°.  The camera was mounted on the ceiling of 
the laboratory which is approximately 2.8m above the operation area and the field of view is 
adjusted such that boundaries of the image coincides with the wooden boards used to enclose 
the operation area. 
 
Figure 6.2: Camera(left) and robot chassis(right) used 
640 x 480 VGA images were streamed to the computer system via USB cable.  Based on the 
actual dimensions of the operations area, each pixel visually represents a square with a length 
of 4.6 x 10
-3 
m on the ground.  Based on the minimum sensor diameter of 0.8m to be used for 
the experiment, the maximum discretization ratio (ratio of pixel size against diameter of 
circle) used is 5.75 x 10
-3
.  The error produced from drawing circles from a previous 
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calculation [Ramli, Leng, 2010b] relates to a maximum error of less than 1% which is 
acceptable.   
In order to obtain the location of the robots used, we used OpenCV, an open-source computer 
vision library suited to C++.  A 0.17m diameter blue circle is cut out from simple coloured 
paper and attached to the top of each robot.  The colour contrast between the coloured circle 
and the white floor allows the program to distinguish the position of each robot from the 
image.  Each image was first processed by converting the RGB values to HSV values for 
easier filtering. The blue colour was then extracted and the image was then converted to a 
binary image. Gaussian smoothing was applied to improve edge detection and finally a 
Hough transform was applied to the image extracting the positions of the centres of the 
circles.  The image processing only took a short amount of time and we were able to obtain 
an average frame rate of about 20 frames per second during the experiment. (see Figure 6.3 -
right) 
Once the positions of the circles were obtained, a coverage map in the form of another 640 x 
480 binary image is then updated to indicate which portions of the area have been covered by 
the robot’s sensor.  Bresenham’s midpoint algorithm [Bresenham, 1977] was then used to 
draw circles into the image with the specified sensor radius centred at the obtained positions 
of the robots from the image processing.  These circles therefore represent the area that had 
been effectively covered by the robot.  The overall coverage was calculated simply by 
counting the percentage of pixels that had been covered at one second intervals and the 
experiment continued running until either the coverage map had been fully covered or until 
400secs had elapsed after which another run will be conducted resetting all the initial 




Figure 6.3: Screenshots of experiment in progress – Binary coverage map (left) – Actual 
camera image (right) 
6.3) Analysis of experimental results  
We modified the sensing radius of the robot for a range of values of 0.4m<r<0.8m and the 
number of robots used per sample run between 1 to 5 such that the effect of these variables on 
the coverage evolution of the system can be identified. Since the coverage process is a 
random process, the coverage run was repeated ten times for each set of variables and the 
average coverage performance was calculated for each set.  Figure 6.4 shows the 10 
realizations of coverage evolution obtained for the case of r=0.4, N=2 while Figure 6.5 shows 





Figure 6.4: 10 sample coverage evolutions against average coverage evolution (red) 
 
Figure 6.5: Plots of the progression of expected coverage % with time/sec obtained from 
experiment 









6.3.1) Modelling the expected coverage percentage evolution 
 
We now attempt to model the growth of coverage percentage as a function of time.  Based on 
information from [Palleja et al, 2010], we first tried to fit the data using the simple 








We first attempted to verify the goodness of fit through visual inspection of the graph 
  ln C t vs t which should yield a straight line through the origin.  However, we found that 
the graph was significantly curved giving rise to our belief that it was not an appropriate 
model to fit the data on. (see Figure 6.6 - left) As mentioned in the first section, it is 
suspected that the deviation from the model based on [Palleja et al, 2010] is due to the fact 
that our model is based on the time-domain instead of the distance domain. Our experiment 
also incorporates effects such as robot pauses during collisions as well as border effects 
reducing coverage effectiveness when the robots are close to the boundaries.  
 
Subsequently, we found that the graph of    ln ln 1 C t  and ln t gave a more probable 
straight line.  (see Figure 6.6 - right)We therefore conjectured that a more appropriate model 










The function used in equation (6.2) is known as the Weibull 2-parameter cumulative 
distribution function [Rinne, 2008].  The main feature of this function is the action of the 
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parameter k which causes a change in the rate of coverage.  We noted during the experiment 
that the rate of coverage of new area slows down significantly as a higher percentage of the 
area is being covered and this is the reason why the Weibull model was chosen.  The 
behaviour of the rate of coverage gives rise to a Weibull model with k<1 which can be 
compared to the failure rate of manufactured materials with infant mortality that decreases 
with time.  A deeper understanding of the behaviour of this function and other applications 
can be found in the abovementioned reference. 
  
Figure 6.6: Graphs of model fitting for exponential model (left) versus Weibull model 
(right) for the case of r=0.4m 
We also quantitatively assessed the goodness of fit by conducting non-linear least squares fit 
of the data using both models.  The goodness of fit is measured by calculating the coefficient 
of determination, also known as the R
2
 value and also by using the Akaike Information 

















where K is the number of parameters used for each model, n is the number of points used for 
the least squares fitting, the residual sum of squares (RSS) and the total sum of squares (TSS) 
are given by the formulae: 
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 value close to the value of 1 show a good fit of the model against the data.  In 
comparing between different models, the one that yields the smallest AIC value is considered 
a better fit.  From Table 6.2 which shows the results of some random samples out of the 25 
data sets that we obtained, we found that the data confirms that the Weibull model is the 




Model used Exponential Weibull Exponential Weibull 
r=0.4m, N=1 0.99754 0.99920 -686.901 -885.088 
r=0.5m, N=2 0.99961 0.99985 -1016.12 -1190.85 
r=0.5m, n=4 0.99930 0.99996 -891.817 -1453.12 
r=0.6m, N=5 0.99931 0.99988 -889.027 -1234.2 
r=0.7m, N=2 0.99912 0.99989 -1033.21 -1253.35 
r=0.8m, N=1 0.99902 0.99990 -833.544 -1288.71 
r=0.8m, N=3 0.99958 0.99967 -985.07 -1484.68 
Table 6.2: Comparison of R
2
 and AIC of exponential and Weibull model.  Yellow highlight 
indicates the better model from the selection criteria 
Unfortunately, we found that the raw experimental data was inappropriate to accurately 
predict the variation of parameters with the sensor radius and the number of robots.   This is 
because the random variation of coverage percentage at a certain time t was too large to give 
accurate results.  The standard deviation for selected samples showed an average of 10% 
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deviation from the expected value which was unacceptable.  In order to reduce the error in 
expected value to lesser than 1%, we estimated that at least 100 samples is required to be 
taken for each run. 
6.4) Simulating the coverage evolution and analysis of results 
With consideration to the preparation time, active monitoring of the robots as well as the 
battery charging time for each robot, running 25 sets of 100 samples would take an excessive 
amount of time.  We therefore decided to simulate the position of the robots by randomly 
placing points in the coverage map and updating these positions at 1 second intervals using 
the exact same speed that was measured on the actual robot.  Next we ensured that the 
positions of each robot are updated such as to simulate being able to avoid collisions between 
not only the boundaries of the operations area but also between individual robots.  The 
coverage was again tracked by use of a 640 x 480 binary map similar to the one used in the 
actual experimental run. 
The relative speed of the simulation meant that we were now able to run 500 samples for 
each set of values reducing the expected error for the average coverage to about 0.5%. 
We can see from Figure 6.7 - left that the simulation results do relate closely to the 
experimental results.  Due to the increased number of samples, the data obtained from 
simulation is more refined and we are therefore able to extract the information on the 




Figure 6.7: Comparison between simulation (solid lines) and experimental (dotted line) 
results (above) and Weibull plot obtained from simulation results (below) 
The results from the simulation are again plotted using the relation    ln ln 1 C t  vs ln t
and they show a strong linear correlation as expected confirming our choice of the Weibull 
model. In order to obtain the two parameters k and λ, we conducted an iterative non-linear 
least-squares analysis on the data collected from the simulation.  The starting values of the 
iteration of the parameters were obtained by relating the gradient and y-intercept of the 
abovementioned plot to the parameters by simple manipulation of equation (6.2) thus 
obtaining equation (6.5). 
 
   2ln ln 1 ln lnC t k t k    
 (6.5) 
The parameters k and λ obtained from the least-squares analysis for each case are now 






k N=1 N=2 N=3 N=4 N=5 
r=0.4m 0.894554 0.826839 0.77439 0.721229 0.688213 
r=0.5m 0.855087 0.762369 0.700948 0.636345 0.592516 
r=0.6m 0.792204 0.709301 0.620685 0.547618 0.496216 
r=0.7m 0.762636 0.608298 0.542693 0.477412 0.43583 
r=0.8m 0.723612 0.570826 0.473892 0.420622 0.380288 
  n=1 N=2 N=3 N=4 N=5 
r=0.4m 68.685 31.331 19.709 13.047 9.647 
r=0.5m 53.775 23.229 13.419 8.576 6.081 
r=0.6m 42.099 17.426 9.387 5.353 3.229 
r=0.7m 33.997 11.878 6.102 3.190 1.739 
r=0.8m 25.938 8.946 3.705 1.826 0.886 
Table 6.3: Values of k (above) and   (below) obtained from least-squares iteration 
In Figure 6.8, we show the example for r=0.4mm. By plotting the result of the simulated 
average coverage evolution with time against the approximated coverage using the 
exponential model, it is clear that the model gives an accurate estimate of the growth of 
coverage as a function of time.   
 
Figure 6.8:  Simulation data (coloured curves) against Weibull model (black curve) 
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6.5) Relation between k and λ with physical experimental variables 
We now attempt to relate model parameters k and λ to the actual physical variables of the 
experiment.  We identified the main variables affecting the coverage evolution as the total 
area of operations |D|, velocity of robot v, radius of sensor footprint r and the number of 
robots used per run N.  We can deduce that the time constant parameter λ, should have units 
of time whereas the exponent k should be a dimensionless variable.  Equation 6 defines the 
















The coverage rate constant λc is the fraction of total area against the amount of new area 
covered by the robots in one unit of time and can be physically interpreted as the coverage 
capability of the robot team. The density parameter kd is the fraction of total area against the 
initial area covered by all the robots without consideration of overlap and this relates to the 
overall packing of the total sensing area and the crowdedness of the coverage procedure. 
We conjecture the following combinations of the variables should be related to k and λ by 











In order to confirm these conjectures, we simulated an additional number of sample runs, 
now varying the velocity of the robots for a range of values between 0.075 to 0.2 m/s.  The 
data obtained from the samples with different velocities are then collated and their k and λ 
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values are plotted against their respective variable combinations.  We subsequently found that 
λ varies linearly with λc whilst k has an exponential relationship with kd.  These are plotted in 
Figure 6.9 and by obtaining the gradients and y-intercepts of these lines; we can deduce that k 
















      
Figure 6.9: Plots of λ against λc and k against kd 
Do note that the model is based on results obtained for a selected range of values of n, r, v 
and |D| and the approximations may not be valid outside of this range.  This is apparent from 
the graph of λ against λc where the values of λ seemingly become negative when λc is below 
the value of 12seconds,   This can be explained by the fact that given a large enough number 
of robots with large sensing radii or high velocity as compared to the total area of operations, 
the coverage of the whole area occurs almost instantly and to the point where movement does 
not take place because there is no longer enough space for the robots to move. The problem is 
no longer interesting for these cases, however, because if the coverage takes place almost 
instantly without any movement, the coverage evolution would simply be a step function 
instead of the smooth curves encountered earlier. 
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6.6) Comparison of speedup with coverage on complete graphs 
The speedup of coverage time due to multiple agents as defined in Chapter 1 is a performance 
measure of how well the agents cooperate with each other.  Given the limitations of the 
coverage process where agents perform the coverage independently of one another, an ideal 
speed-up would be a linear speed-up, i.e.  Sp N N . This translates to an example where 
the coverage process is equally divided between each agent; effectively dividing the coverage 
time taken by the total number of agents used.  For this ideal case, no overlap of coverage 
area occurs between different agents.  




































The speed-up performance of random billiard robots within a bounded domain is estimated 
from the proposed model found in Chapter 6.  Mathematically, the proposed model for 
expected coverage only reaches 100% coverage at infinite time, so instead we use 99.9% 
coverage as a benchmark coverage time for comparison of speed-up.  From equations (6.2) 
and (6.8), we conclude the 99.9% coverage time is given by the following expression. 
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6.7) Analysis of Speedup  
  
 
Figure 6.10 : Speedup against N (purple curve represents linear speedup) 
For speedup for complete graphs, while N is less than the number of vertices, the speedup is 
close to linear, however as N grows larger, the speedup begins to saturate into a horizontal 
line as no more speedup can be achieved when the coverage time gradually approaches 1.  
The optimal speedup therefore is the point at which the speedup begins to saturate as any 
additional agents do not provide any more improvement to the coverage time. 
 
The speedup we obtained for the actual mobile robots case behaves differently.  The curves 
are far from the linear speedup curve and they decline to a negative slope eventually causing 
the speedup to have a value below 1 which translates to the fact that any increasing number 
of agents actually begins to decrease the overall coverage time.  This happens when the area 
becomes too saturated with agents such that they are unable to complete the coverage process 
in a shorter time since the agents are busy performing collision avoidance.  The optimal 







6.8) Chapter summary  
The coverage performance of multiple robots was measured by a vision based coverage 
tracking system and we show that the Weibull cumulative distribution function is able to 
closely estimate the coverage evolution of multiple robots within a bounded rectangular 
space.  A simulation was then used to verify the validity of the model and refine the results. 
We also note the relation between the model parameters k and λ with the robot physical 
parameters namely, the sensing radius, the robot velocity and the number of robots used 
simultaneously during a coverage operation.  Due to the physical constraints of an actual 
covering process, the speed-up characteristics behave differently to that of the case of 


















The main contributions of this thesis are summarized.  In the first chapter, we noted that the 
present literature does not contain much theoretical work done on probabilistic coverage 
using multiple robots in realistic domains and as such this thesis aims to add relevant 
information to the literature. 
In Chapter 2, a variant of the coupon collector problem is shown to be equivalent to the 
coverage problem of a complete graph using multiple independent random walkers.  The 
probability density function and expectation of the coverage time is derived using a master 
equation method and a variant of Stirling numbers of the second kind is discovered in the 
process. 
In Chapter 3, the stationary probability density function of a class of bounded Markov 
processes is introduced by deriving a recursive integral equation and subsequently solving an 
equivalent differential equation.  Various examples of stationary densities are obtained by 
modifying the transition probability at different points of the domain and we show how this 
information can be used to engineer the coverage algorithm of a coverage robot within a two-
dimensional domain so as to ensure complete coverage of the domain whilst paying special 
attention to notable sites within the space. 
In Chapter 4, the simulation of random circles on a square grid is analysed and the errors due 
to discretization of circles is shown to be linearly related to the ratio between the diameter of 
the circle and the size of pixels used.  A novel method of storing the coverage information 
using Coordinate pairs is introduced that minimizes the memory requirements of the 
simulation is introduced and several initial results of the random coverage time of mobile 
agents within a bounded domain is presented. 
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In Chapter 5, the methodology of calculation of the expected coverage of random sets within 
a bounded domain with consideration to edge effects is presented.  The solutions for three 
examples are illustrated and comparison is made with the approximated results where edge 
effects are ignored.  A suitable range of values is recommended where the approximation 
would yield highly erroneous results. 
In Chapter 6, the coverage of multiple mobile robots with time is measured using a vision 
based system.  A Weibull function is used to model the evolution of coverage with time and 
the parameters of the model is related to the number of robots, sensing range and velocity of 
the robots used.  We compare the speedup characteristics between the coverage on complete 
graphs and coverage using randomly moving mobile robots within a bounded domain and 
find that the speedup characteristics behave differently due to the physical constraints of a 
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For subset 1: 
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For subset a: 
Before we proceed to solve the integral for subset a, we prove the following identity using 
Binomial expansion: 
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Combining the results here with equation (5.11), and simplifying, we obtain equation (5.12) 












Appendix B: Proof of (5.15), the expected measure of random circles on D
2
. 
We need to solve for the covering functions for subsets A, a, i and 1.  The subsets are defined 
in Table B.1: 
Subset Definition 
A    ,1 , ,1x r r y r r     
a    0, , ,1x r y r r    
i   2 20, , 0,x r y r x   
 
 
1   2 20, , ,x r y r x r   
 
 
Table B.1: Definitions of subsets shown in Figure 5.1 
Figure B.1 shows the various cases of how the coverage of the circle is affected when found 
within different subsets 









Figure B.1: The variation of coverage of the circle on unit square for different subsets 
































  where 
  is the angle subtended as shown in Figure 4, subset a:- 
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C is equal to the area of the circle minus the area of two circular segments due to proximity 
to both x=0 and also y=0, therefore: 
,
2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2cos cosc
x ys
x y
C r r x r x r y r y
r r
  
   
         
   
 
For subset 1: 
The required area is split into 4 sections, consisting of a rectangle, 2 triangles and a sector.  







































1 2 1 2
2 2 2 2 2 1 1
1 1 1 3
sin sin
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 3
cos cos
2 2 2 2
c
x ys
C xy rx ry r
x y
xy x r x y r y r
r r

   
  
 
      
 
 
        
   
The calculated areas of the 4 subsets given are then combined, forming the integral equation 
given by equation 8, thus completing the proof. 
 
 
